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 - Update 3.6 - General - Fixed units sometimes not getting on the battlefield (like Hive Tyrants, Land Raiders, Killers or a Rhino running over a unit). - Fixed Autosaves that were creating a save at the same position over and over. - Fixed some units not getting to a location if they had waypoints. - Fixed the production cost for a building. - Fixed a few enemy units not falling over if they were
destroyed. - Fixed some bug where a unit could not shoot during a second turn. - Fixed a bug where the “Planted Tank” structure could not be attacked. - Fixed some bugs where a unit was not moving when it was meant to. - Fixed some game overs with too many figures on the map. - Fixed a bug that could cause slow draining if a unit in the enemy’s warlord trait had just died. - Fixed some bugs with

the “Upper Floor [Turns]” command, that could cause an error. - Fixed the “Forge of the Adept” structure for a vehicle. - Fixed some missing "owns" from the codexes. - Fixed some bugs with too much tech or elements on the tech tree. - Fixed a bug with the "heavy" upgrade. - Fixed a few cases where the damage number for a tank was too high. - Fixed an issue with "repair" command that was
missing its description. - Fixed a few unit icons that were not showing correctly on the UI. - Fixed a bug with the “Upgrade” UI that was not showing the correct cost. - Fixed a bug with the “Heavy” upgrade in the tech tree that made it cost more than intended. - Fixed a bug where models were not getting the right look in the editor. - Fixed a bug with the “Take control” command and some types of

attacks and abilities that were not working. - Fixed a bug with the “Promote” command that could not change the warlord traits. - Fixed a bug with the “Prepared” structure that could not be built on the campaign map. - Fixed a bug with the “Alpha Strike” structure that could not be built on the 520fdb1ae7
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